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An  #1 bestselling short story!When Sara&apos;s stepbrother surprises her with an early return from

a mission, he brings two of his Navy SEAL teammates along...Note: This original 7200-word short

story may be short in length, but it&apos;s not short in passion!
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Finally! Short erotica which doesn't seem like it's short or sell for a ridiculous amount! This book was

fabulous, and I'm sure that's not just because I've read some absolute garbage lately. A fun story, a

whole story, interesting dialogue, and hot, hot, scenes. Well worth your time. I'll be seeking out more

by this author.â€‹

This short story is one of Delilah's best. I love the bond shown between the characters. It is a short

story and thus has to be judged as such. Usually you don't get that much of a sense of the

background in a short story, but it is managed in a few words here. The sex scenes are erotic and

yet there is an underlying sweetness to some of them, especially the one between the two main

characters. Good work Ms. Devlin!



Holy Hotness!!I normally am not one for short stories. But Dam did Delilah really get me in on this

one.This story starts right out HOTT and keeps it that way up to the end.I enjoyed Sara's "tone" in

this story. Hunter seems to bring it out more. :)

A girl has to pay her bills right?So whilst her big handsome sexy as sin Seal Hunter is away some

things well they just happen and Sara has to make the best of it so she does just that.She goes

about her normal day as a naughty phone operator, But her day doesn't go the way she has

planned it when her SEAL and his two fellow Seals/Friends decide to come home a day earlier than

planned and to say they surprise her is an understatement.From that moment on The race is on and

the temperature is turned up a notch or three so much so that your panties melt away......This book

is hot hot hot I loved it short and sinfully sweet and enough to wet your appetite and then some.4

Out Of 5 Hearts From Cariad Books

Well well well here another win for author Delilah Devlin with this short Stepbrothers Stepping

Out,she did it again there was no doubt i was gonna love it and as always no matter the length she

does it Fabulously!!!!!!!!!!!!Good writing,good story,good characters and they are on fire!!!!!!!good

pace,fast and quick for a lunch break to read..It was fun,hot hot scene,from the start to the end of

the tale...She never disappointed me with her work and can't never get

enough...HOO_HOO!!!!!!!!!!!!Well Done...

I received an ARC in exchange for an honest review...Hey a girl has to pay her bills right? While her

big, bad, did I mention sexy SEAL's stepbrother is away somethings happen and Sara makes the

best of it, unfortunately said SEAL and 2 of his friends decides to pop in a day early. Then it's off to

the races with a book that makes you forget everything you are doing. Hot enough to make your

panties combust!!

Once more Delilah Devlin has written a hot, hot, hot, short story. I usually don't care for "step"

stories but Delilah Devlin doesn't do the "we can't do this, it's so wrong" that I really hate. The story

is short and to the point, erotic writing at its best. What's not to love about a story that includes 3 hot

SEALs and one hot woman!

Delilah has been a favourite of mine for years. This Stepbrother short story is a fastread and will get



you hot and bothered as you read about how the characters are getting along.
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